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ABSTRACT: We study the influence of convective mass transport on faradaic
currents detected under redox cycling conditions at nanogap electrodes embedded in
a microchannel. We show that, unlike the case of microelectrodes, the limiting current
in the nanofluidic device is not influenced by the sample flow rate in the microfluidic
channel. This is due to both the hydraulic resistance of the nanochannel suppressing
flow within the device and the inherently diffusion-based mass transport between
microelectrodes separated by a 70 nm gap. These devices thus allow electrochemical
measurements without the need for any flow velocity correction.

1. INTRODUCTION
The past decade has witnessed significant interest in
miniaturized analytical systems for medical diagnostics, drug
screening, environmental monitoring, and forensic investiga-
tion. Microfabricated fluidic devices have attracted a lot of
attention because sample preparation, injection, separation, and
detection can all be integrated into a single miniaturized
system.1,2 Electrochemical detection is ideally suited for
miniaturization into the microchip format3 and is frequently
employed in chip-based chromatography techniques4 and
capillary electrophoresis,5 especially for the detection of
compounds whose spectral properties are unsuitable for UV!
vis spectroscopy or fluorescence detection. In addition, whereas
the sensitivity of optical detection methods is often
compromised by the use of thin channels, reducing the size
of the working electrode to the micrometer regime instead
improves performance of electrochemical detection due to
enhanced mass transport; analytical performance is thus not
compromised by miniaturization.
The effect of hydrodynamics on mass transport at micro-

electrodes has been intensively studied.6 Convective mass
transfer results in current enhancement and employing
hydrodynamic flow in combination with electrochemical
detection elements in microanalytical systems can thus result
in higher sensitivity. However, because the detected signal then
depends on the flow rate, quantitative application of electro-
chemical detection in analytical systems relies on the ability to
quantify the hydrodynamic flow velocity. This can be very
difficult to predict a priori in microsystems due to the sensitive
dependence of the flow rate on channel cross-section (in the
case of pressure-driven flows) and channel surface charge (for
electroosmotic flows). Therefore, to achieve an accurate
analysis of the results, the flow velocity needs to be
independently calibrated.

Nanogap electrochemical transducers were introduced in
20077 as an extension of classic thin-layer cells.8 They are
suitable for fabrication using standard lithographic techniques
while simultaneously achieving nanoscale dimensions.9 The
devices consist of two planar parallel microelectrodes (area
"30!300 μm2) separated by a layer of fluid with a thickness
below 100 nm. Because of this small electrode spacing,
reversible redox active molecules can undergo extremely
efficient redox cycling, each molecule transferring charge
between the electrodes at a rate of several thousand electrons
per second. This high intrinsic degree of amplification offers
many possibilities for new sensors integrated on a chip.
Here, we investigate through experiments and numerical

simulations the flow dependence of the mass-transport-limited
current in a nanogap device positioned within a rectangular
microchannel. We compare the results to those at a
conventional microdisk electrode simultaneously fabricated on
the same chip. Parts A and B of Figure 1 show a schematic
illustration of the nanogap device geometry and an optical
micrograph of a nanogap device with the accompanying
microdisk electrode respectively, whereas the experimental
configuration is schematically shown in part C of Figure 1.
Good agreement is found between the experimental results and
those obtained using finite element calculations. This study
opens up the opportunity for integration of nanogap devices as
electrochemical detection elements in microscale analytical
systems without the need for flow velocity correction.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Chemical Reagents. Potassium chloride and 1,1-

ferrocene dimethanol were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich in
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analytical grade and used without further purification.
Chromium etchant type D was obtained commercially from
Transene Co. Inc. Deionized and filtered water of a resistivity
not less than 18 MΩ cm was taken from a Milli-Q Advantage
ultrapure water system.
2.2. Nanofluidic Device Fabrication. The nanofluidic

device was fabricated on a silicon substrate employing four
consecutive lithography steps, as reported previously9 except
that photolithography was employed instead of electron-beam
lithography. In brief, a silicon substrate was thermally oxidized
to grow 500 nm of SiO2. A bottom electrode of 3 μm width and
22 μm length was patterned via lift-off by evaporating 5 nm of
Ti, 20 nm of Pt, and 5 nm of Cr. The first deposition step was
also used to define a microdisk electrode of 10 μm diameter on
the same chip. In the next step, a sacrificial chromium layer
(6 μm width, 22 μm length and 60 nm height) was evaporated
on top of the bottom electrode and patterned via lift-off. This
sacrificial layer defined the geometry of the nanochannel. The
top electrode (9 μm width and 10 μm length) was then
deposited by electron-beam evaporation (5 nm of Cr, 100 nm
of Pt, 3 nm of Ti) and again patterned by lift-off. The active
region of the device was defined as the volume encompassed by
the overlapping top and bottom electrodes. The electrodes and
the sacrificial layer were then insulated by sputtering 500 nm of
silicon nitride. The microdisk electrode, the nanochannel access
holes and access to the contact pads were defined by selectively
etching through the passivation layer by reactive ion etching
(CHF3, O2). In the final step, directly before the measurement,
the sacrificial layer was chemically removed using a wet

chromium etch at room temperature, thus generating the
nanochannel. The etching procedure was monitored electrically
by measuring the resistance between the top and bottom
electrodes.

2.3. Microfluidic Channel Fabrication. A microfluidic
channel (3 mm length ! 100 μm height ! 200 μm width) was
fabricated by polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) casting from an
aluminum master, which was machined in our mechanical
workshop. The microchannel was positioned above the access
holes of the nanogap device as well as the microelectrode, as
sketched in part C of Figure 1. The PDMS was bonded to the
chip following activation by oxygen plasma. The I-shape design
of the microchannel featured one inlet and one outlet port. The
inlet port was connected to a syringe pump (KD Scientific
Model 200 Syringe Pump). The outlet port of the cell led into a
waste solution container.

2.4. Electrochemical Instrumentation. Electrochemical
experiments were performed with two Keithley 6430 sub-
femtoamp remote source meters used both as voltage sources
to bias the electrode potentials and as current detection
elements. A 3 M Ag/AgCl reference electrode (BASi, US) was
used as reference electrode and it was directly positioned
downstream of the outlet port of the microchannel. All the
experiments were carried out at room temperature (20 ±
2 °C).

3. RESULTS
We first studied the mass-transport-limited current at a Pt
microdisk electrode of 10 μm diameter positioned in the center
of the microfluidic channel for a range of flow rates. The
electrode potential was swept from 0 to 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl.
Figure 2A shows the cyclic voltammetry results obtained for
oxidation of 1 mM of 1,1-ferrocene dimethanol in 0.2 M KCl at
different flow rates ranging from 100 nL min!1 to 1 mL min!1.
Each voltammogram shows a sigmoidal shape consistent with
Nernstian behavior at microelectrodes. Part B of Figure 2
shows the mass-transfer-limited current versus the volume flow
rate. This signal increases monotonically (but sublinearly) with
increasing flow rate, in agreement with the expected behavior
for laminar flow in a rectangular channel.10!16

Next, we studied the effect of flow rate on the current in
nanogap device. The potential of the top electrode was swept
from 0 to 0.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl, whereas the potential of the
bottom electrode was kept constant at 0 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The
current in the nanofluidic channel was generated by redox
cycling of 1,1-ferrocene dimethanol molecules. The small
electrode spacing of 70 nm led to very efficient mass transport
and to an enhanced limiting current of 30 nA, even in the
absence of flow. We then varied the microchannel flow rate up
to 1 mL min!1 to study the changes in the response of the
nanogap device. Part C of Figure 2 shows the voltammograms
obtained at top and bottom electrodes for different flow rates in
the microfluidic channel. The cyclic voltammograms are all
superimposed on each other and are indistinguishable. Part D
of Figure 2 shows the plot for the mass-transport limited
current versus the flow rate in the microchannel at top and
bottom electrodes (red and blue symbols, respectively). It is
clearly seen that the current in the nanogap device was
independent of the flow rate in the microchannel. The
robustness of the nanogap sensor to external flow velocity
represents the main result of this article.
To facilitate comparison with other experimental situations,

it is convenient to express the flow rate in terms of the fluid

Figure 1. (A) Schematic diagram of the cross-section of a nanodevice
(the vertical direction has been expanded for clarity), (B) optical
image (top view) of a nanogap device and a microdisk electrode
fabricated on the same chip, and (C) schematic of the nanogap device
and integrated microdisk electrode embedded in a microchannel. A
syringe pump was used to drive a Stokes flow through the PDMS
microchannel.
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velocity gradient near the electrode surface. At the center of the
channel floor, this is approximately given by

∂
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where !vx/!z is the shear rate (flow velocity gradient), Q is the
volume flow rate, h is the channel height, and w is the channel
width.17 For the range of flow rates in this experiment, from
100 nL min!1 to 1 mL min!1, the flow velocity gradients ranges
from 2.6 ! 104 s!1 to 2.6 ! 108 s!1. The shear rates (gradients)
of the simulation agree within 15% with the rough
approximation shown above.

4. DISCUSSION
The observation that nanogap redox cycling currents are
completely independent of the microchannel flow rate was
expected, for two reasons. First, the flow rate of a rectangular
micro/nanochannel scales cubically with the channel height
according to
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where R is the hydraulic resistance of the channel, Δp is the
pressure difference, η is the viscosity and L is the channel
length.17 The nanochannel with dimensions of 10 μm ! 6 μm
! 70 nm has a hydraulic resistance of about 6 ! 1019 Pa s m!3,
which is much greater than the value for a corresponding
segment of the microchannel (8.8 ! 108 Pa s m!3). Therefore,
even in the worst-case configuration (nanochannel aligned

parallel to the microchannel), flows are suppressed by more
than 10 orders of magnitude in the nanochannel. Second, and
most importantly, even if flow speeds comparable to those at
the microdisk electrode surface were to be generated in the
nanofluidic device, the faradaic current would still be
dominated by diffusive mass transport. This is because diffusion
during redox cycling takes place on a much shorter time scale,
that is, the time it takes a molecule to diffuse from one
electrode to the other. This is of order of several microseconds
for the nanogap device employed here. Therefore, to
significantly alter the redox cycling current, flow would need
to be fast enough to carry redox molecules through the
nanochannel in microseconds. Given the high hydraulic
resistance of the channel, this would in turn require extreme
pressures of order 108 Pa.
To further illustrate these points, we have calculated the

current as a function of flow rate via a finite-element simulation
(COMSOL Multiphysics 4.1) of the flow profile in the
microchannel and in the nanogap sensor by evaluating the
Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid,

η∇⃗ = ∇ ⃗ ∇⃗· ⃗ =p u u, 0.2
(3)

Here u⃗ is the flow velocity, p is the hydrostatic pressure, and η
is the dynamic viscosity of water (0.001 Pa s). For simplicity,
the flow was assumed to be independent of position in the
width direction and the simulations were carried out in two
dimensions. No-slip conditions were chosen for all boundaries
except for an outlet (0 Pa exit pressure) and an inlet with a
laminar inflow rate ranging from 100 nL s!1 to 1 mL s!1. We
focused on the case of a simple, one-electron transfer reaction,
Red ! Ox + e!, and assumed that sufficient supporting
electrolyte is present so that migration can be neglected. The
calculated flow profile u⃗ was used in the drift-diffusion equation
to determine the concentrations of oxidized and reduced
molecules,

⃗·∇⃗ = ∇u c D cred,ox
2

red,ox (4)

where cred and cox are the concentrations of the reduced and
oxidized species, respectively, and D = 6.7 ! 10!10 m2 s!1 is the
diffusion constant for both species. The inflow had
concentrations of redox species cred = 1 mmol l!1 and cox =
0 mmol l!1. The boundary conditions at the electrodes were
#⃗ncred = !#⃗ncox together with cred = 0 and cox = 0 at oxidizing
and reducing electrodes, respectively, where #⃗n represents the
gradient normal to the electrode surface. These boundary
conditions correspond to cases where the electrodes are biased
at high overpotentials.
Figure 3 shows the simulated concentration profile of

reduced molecules for both the nanofluidic sensor and the
microelectrode for an overall volume flow rate of 60 μL min!1.
As depicted in this figure, mass transfer at the microelectrode is
confined to a thin region next to the electrode, the steep
concentration gradient leading to an enhancement of the
faradaic current response compared to purely diffusive mass
transport. This effect is well documented in the literature.18!22

In contrast, the concentration profile inside the nanogap device
is unaffected by the presence of the external flow, as seen
qualitatively in Figure 3 and shown by the solid lines in part D
of Figure 2. This occurs for two separate reasons: (1) the flow
velocity in the nanochannel is negligible even at high overall
flow rates of 1 mL min!1 due to its high hydrodynamic
resistance, and (2) an extremely steep concentration gradient

Figure 2. (A) Steady state voltammograms (scan rate 0.01 V s!1) for
oxidation of 1 mM 1,1-ferrocene dimethanol in 0.2 M KCl at a 10 μm
diameter Pt electrode on the silicon chip embedded in a microfluidic
channel for different solution flow rates. (B) Plot of the limiting
currents for different flow rates (red squares). The insert shows
simulated data for a microband electrode spanning the width of the
microchannel. (C) Steady state voltammograms (scan rate 0.01 V s!1)
for oxidation and re-reduction of 1 mM 1,1-ferrocene dimethanol in
0.2 M KCl at top (blue) and bottom (red) electrodes in a nanogap
device embedded in a microfluidic channel. Curves for the same flow
rates as in part (A) are shown here, but the curves are
indistinguishable. (D) Limiting current at top (blue diamonds) and
bottom (red squares) electrodes as a function of flow rate. The solid
lines show the corresponding simulated behavior. This shows that the
nanogap sensor response is insensitive to the flow rate.
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already exists between the electrodes due to geometry;
significantly disturbing this gradient would require far greater
fluid velocities.
Figure 3 highlights another feature of nanogap detectors. The

microelectrode changes the composition of the solution in the
microchannel, as evidenced by the depletion of reduced
molecules downstream of the electrode (and the corresponding
plume of oxidized molecules, not shown). This is not the case
for the nanogap device: the solution downstream of the
detector is essentially unaffected by the presence of the device.
This is a consequence of the bottom electrode extending
throughout the entire length of the nanogap device, whereas
the top electrode is only present in the central region.
Consequently, all oxidized molecules generated at the top
electrode are reduced again at the bottom electrode before
exiting the device, leaving the composition of the solution in
the microchannel unaffected by the presence of the nanogap
transducer.
Note that, contrary to the experiment reported above, the

simulated nanochannel is aligned parallel to the microchannel
flow. The results show that, even in this case with a marginal
pressure drop along the nanochannel, no current changes are
induced.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The influence of convective flow on faradaic currents in
nanogap devices was studied and compared to the behavior at
microdisk electrodes. Unlike in the case of a microdisk
electrode, the flow rate had no effect on the current response
of the electrochemical transducer. These results demonstrate
the opportunity to use an electrochemical nanofluidic system
embedded in a microfluidic channel as a detection element in
microscale analytical systems without the need for flow velocity
correction.
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Figure 3. Finite element simulation of the concentration profile for
oxidation of 1,1-ferrocene dimethanol at a microelectrode (right) and
for oxidation and re-reduction of 1,1-ferrocene dimethanol in a
nanogap device (left). Both are embedded in a microchannel (height
100 μm) carrying a 60 μL min!1 flow. The simulated electrode spacing
is 700 nm, which is a factor of 10 larger compared to the real
geometry. These larger dimensions are used here for illustrative
purposes; simulations with the real dimensions lead to the same
conclusions.
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Correction to “Hydrodynamic Voltammetry with Nanogap
Electrodes”
Liza Rassaei, Klaus Mathwig, Edgar D. Goluch, and Serge G. Lemay*
J. Phys. Chem. C, 2012, 116 (20), 10913−10916. DOI: 10.1021/jp2118696

The following error was found in the published article due
to a mistake when converting units. On page 10915 at the

end of Section 3, the correct range of velocity gradients is
7.3 s−1 to 7.3 × 104 s−1 instead of 2.6 × 104 s−1 to 2.6 × 108 s−1.
All other calculations and all conclusions in the article are still
valid. In particular, the estimated velocity gradients are in
agreement with numerical values within 5%. We thank Hamid
Reza Zafarani for pointing out our error.
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